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FROM THE NEWS
By Tony Dursy

State championship game here Saturday, 200 P. M. will be the signal for more than the start of "just another football game." It will be the signal for the beginning of a new gridiron, continuing a relationship which had its inauguration back in 1897, it will start the Maine show on its attempt to put its victory back in the rivalry up to 25 games, and it will suggest at the same time that the Carneysauds, launching a valiant effort in 1897, win over Maine. Furthermore, with the kick-off in Saturday's classic another Maine State record will be passed.
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**THE BATES STUDENT**

**LIBRARY FINDS**

BY PRISCILLA HALDEN

RED SKY IN THE MORNING

Our neighbor, a poet, novelist, and biographer, has written his first novel, a strong story of Maine and sea changes. It is supported by his razor sharp eye and sensitive ear for the rhythms of Maine speech. His story shows us the world as a place of wonder and mystery, where the sea changes are just the beginning of a tale that goes on and on, full of surprises and twists. This book is a great read for anyone who loves good stories and rich characters. 

**LIVING WITH BOOKS**

The Arts and Sciences Degrees

When book reviews, bibliographies, advertisements, circulators, and other similar activities are mentioned, the average student might think of these activities as being more for the benefit of the undergraduates of a school. This is not necessarily the case. The Bates Student newspaper, for example, is written and edited by students and for students, but it is also appreciated by the graduate body. The paper is a valuable resource for current events, entertainment, and academic information. It is a great place to read about what's happening on campus and in the world.

**EUROPA**

By Earl Dias

The Dolomites are a mountain range in northern Italy. They are known for their stunning scenery, which attracts many tourists each year. The range is part of the Alps and is located near the town of Cortina d'Ampezzo. It is a popular destination for hikers and climbers. The Dolomites are also known for their unique geology, with layers of sedimentary rock that have been exposed by erosion.

**DEBATING NEWS**

BY LAWRENCE FLOYD

The Bates Debating team is currently preparing for their upcoming competition. They are working hard to ensure that they are well-prepared and ready to compete at their best. This team is known for their strong debate skills and their ability to argue effectively. They are looking forward to the challenge of taking on their opponents and proving their abilities. Bates College, originator and forefather of the debate team, will be proud of their efforts.

**INTERCOLLEGIATE**

**STUDENT STAFF 1935-36**

窃密riegwentory Editor

Vivian L. Smith

Member of New England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association.

Peps Thru The Keyhole -

Welcome homes of what should be bird. Until Skeegee asks barked off. Our Chairman needs only. As for me. We'll have to ask the President. But we didn't have to do that. We'd have been much better off. That was the same thing we were going to do. And to think we didn't do it. We've been doing that for years. But we've been doing that for years.

**Back to Bates Night Feature**

(Continued from Page 17)

Please note that there may be a chance of rain tonight, so keep an eye on the weather forecast. The game is scheduled to start at 7:30, but be prepared for any changes in the weather. The atmosphere is sure to be electric, with fans of both teams showing their support. It will be a great night for football fans, so don't miss out on the action.

**Lewiston Lords Of The Budge**

A BUSINESS man cannot overlook the efficiency of his employees. He must watch and be sure that the impression they create is one of efficiency and dependability. To his employees, the man employs and requires their activity as to be in line with the best interests of the city. This applies particularly to the city of Lewiston which has on its law enforcement staff men who are very useful, very efficient, and well respected. This is no reflection on the city officials of Lewiston College, for which the city is greatly indebted to its students.

**Once More - Homecoming**

ABOUT A YEAR AGO this week, we wrote in this column our first stab at the "Back to Bates" week-end and who could have foreseen the success that was to follow. It was a success not only to the students but also to those who made the event possible.

The role and significance of an alumnus is not easily and sufficiently appreciated by the undergraduates of a school. This time we wish to emphasize the importance of the alumnus to the school. One such alumnus is Robert Saunders '36, who is currently serving as a law student.

It is as the founders and carriers-on of these little matters of tradition and certain events that students come together to celebrate Homecoming. At Bates College, the Homecoming celebration is a tradition that has been passed down from generation to generation. It is a time to remember and to celebrate the community that we are a part of.
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**The Surveyor**

The Surveyor is a weekly newspaper that covers the news and events at Bates College. It is published every Thursday during the academic year. The Surveyor is written and edited by students and is owned and operated by the Bates College Student Media Association. The Surveyor is an integral part of the college community and is a valuable resource for students, faculty, and staff. It is published in both print and online formats. The Surveyor is available online at the Bates College website and is also available in the college library.
Sixty-eight Freshmen Classes Coming From the Senior Class

Many Students Are Children Of Bates Alumni

Freshman Class Leads With Twenty-Nine Members Elected

Dr. and Mrs. Thomas, Dr. And Mrs. McDonald Are Announced By College President

Dana Wallace Sets Record In Frosh Swim

George Mendall Successful Trainer Of Mexican Pintos

Advertisements today must contact buying space buyers must peek into purses.
By Peggy Andrews

N. U. Harriers

Batsmen Have Edge Except In Second Period

When Pass Gives Terriers Score

One-Yard Plunge Knots Count

By Bob Saunders

Special Train for Bates Game

BRING YOUR FILMS TO

THE QUALITY SHOP

3 Minutes from Campus

Telephone 410

LeWiston, Maine

Sports and Tennis. They often prove if there was plenty of good material. Will give her time? meet next spring. It sure would bring score.


Defeat Bates

A close race for third place featured

The Summary:

Tie for first between Lengel and

The Bobcats then started to apply the

As Bates Upsets B. U., 6-6

By Herb Pickering

Arrangements have been made to

Bradford (B); 5. Tubbs (B); 6. Burnap (B);

One-Yard Plunge Knots Count

The Bobcats, weakened and outnumbered

Keller Sparkplug Of Offense

As Bates Upsets B. U., 6-6

By Bob Saunders

A SPECIAL TRAIN FOR

COLBY-BATES GAME

Bates elected to put the ball over on a

Danbury, Madison, and Calvin Hutchinson, who played a curving pass turned the game.

LIGGETT

Keller Sparkplug Of Offense

The Bobcats, weakened and outnumbered

Keller Sparkplug Of Offense

By Peggy Andrews

As Bates Upsets B. U., 6-6

Pars, of Bates, who passed up the gridiron sport to de-

As Bates Upsets B. U., 6-6

In Close Race

The Summary:

The Summary:

Hutchinson took the pass from center.
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